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Union Plastics, part of Union Group was 
established in 1990 to provide complete 
Outdoor and Interior Advertising Solutions. 
We are having 9000 + Sq. mtr plant with our 
most advanced machinery, state of the art 
technology, well complemented by the Skilled 
and experienced employees, have established 
us as a leading name in the industry in 
Bahrain, Dubai, KSA and Qatar.

We continually strive to provide the best 
products and services to meet our partner’s 
expectations by equipping our manufacturing 
facility with the most modern equipment and 
machinery. Over the period we have also 
secured great reputations in manufacturing 
Exhibitions, External & Internal, Hotel, Mall 
Building
Signages, Shop Interiors, Custom Stationery 
& Corporate Gifts.
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+973 321 25783



Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Building name : baseel tower 
Building number: 7984
Street name: Firas Bin Al-Nadr
Neighborhood name: Olaya neighborhood
Zip Code: 34447  |  City: Khobar  |  Office no.: 210

T: (+966)  5333 46450
M: (+966) 530 130 370
infoksa@unionplastics.biz

Kingdom of Bahrain
P.O. Box: 5034, Manama,
Kingdom of Bahrain
Bahrain International Investment Park 
(BIIP) Hidd

T: +973 17738161  
F: +973 17456412 
info@unionplastics.biz
www.unionplastics.biz



ETCHED
SIGNS
Etched signs are a type of signage created 
through a process of chemical or laser 
engraving on a variety of materials, such as 
metal, glass or acrylic. The etching process 
involves selectively removing layers of the 
material to create indented or raised 
patterns, designs, text or logos. Etched signs 
are known for their durability, elegance and 
professional appearance. They are commonly 
used for indoor and outdoor applications, 
including building signage, nameplates, 
directional signs, plaques and decorative 
elements. Etched signs offer a long-lasting 
and visually appealing solution for conveying 
information, branding or adding a 
sophisticated touch to various settings, such 
as offices, retail stores and public spaces.
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WALL
ETCHED SIGN
A wall etched sign is a type of signage that 
features a design, text or logo etched 
dedicated panel. Using techniques such as 
chemical or laser engraving, the sign's design 
is permanently etched into the surface, 
creating a visually appealing and durable 
display. Wall etched signs are commonly used 
for branding, wayfinding or decorative 
purposes in various settings, including offices, 
hotels, restaurants and retail spaces. They 
offer a sleek and sophisticated appearance, 
seamlessly integrating with the surrounding 
architecture. Wall etched signs are a popular 
choice for conveying important information or 
creating a memorable impression in a stylish 
and lasting manner.

Etching allows for fine 
details  to be engraved 

in materials such as 
brass, bronze, alumini-
um, stainless steel  and 

plastics.
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MARBLE
ETCHED SIGN
A marble etched sign refers to a type of 
signage created by etching designs, text or 
logos onto a marble surface. The etching 
process involves selectively removing layers 
of the marble using techniques such as 
chemical or laser engraving. Marble etched 
signs are known for their elegance, durability 
and timeless aesthetic. They are commonly 
used in upscale settings, such as luxury 
hotels, corporate offices and high-end 
establishments, where a sophisticated and 
prestigious appearance is desired. The natural 
beauty and unique veining patterns of marble 
combined with the precision of etched designs 
create visually striking and distinctive signage 
that adds a touch of luxury and refinement to 
any space.

The physical change that 
occurs to marble when 
acid interacts with the 

stone’s calcium carbon-
ate  makeup.
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